2006 xk8 for sale

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. I contacted dealership to schedule a time to see vehicle, once I arrived the
customer service experience was terrible. The sales person said he had to locate keys and after
waiting for 30 minutes without any word from the salesperson we left. Other salesman were just
standing around but none were helpful. Terrible experience would not recommend. I never
received an apology from salesman even though he had my contact information. Expressed
much interest in vehicle. It was a sponsored search out my area so I wanted to meet at spot
between cities 3 hr drive. I have bought multiple vehicles meeting and signing for like that. The
van sprung a major oil leak within two days. Of course their response was caveat emptor. Nice
people. Not pushy at all. A lot of vehicles to choose from.. Excellent experience. Highly
recommend this dealer. Even though I did not purchase from this dealer they responded quickly
to my phone call and told me everything about the truck I was interested in. The only dealer out
of three and it actually answered my request of interest for this car. Definitely first class! Right
after I contacted them they responded right away. We set an appointment. I told them I was per
approved. No hassle. Got the car that I went there for. In and out in less then two hours. Great
experience! Truck was advertised honestly, staff was great to work with. We drove 5 hours to
look at truck and wasn't let down. Will keep them in mind for future needs. Dealership is
approximately miles from my home and when I arrived to see the Jeep, it was being test driven
by another customer. Once the Jeep returned, I took my turn to drive the vehicle. A similar
platform, shared by Aston Martin's DB7, was used to build the new coupe. The initial model was
known as the XK8, and it was available as a coupe or a convertible. Jaguar also offered a
performance-enhanced version of the XK by mounting a potent supercharger on top of its
horsepower V8. This addition brought horsepower to The early models were fitted with a 4. A
five-speed automatic transmissions and rear-wheel drive were constant throughout the first
generation. An all-new XK Series arrives for After a decade free of alterations, the athletic and
luxurious coupe will finally progress into its second generation. With this new design, Callum
pays tribute to the well-respected E-Type Jaguars of the early s. Traditionally, Jaguar has
embraced many of their previous styling attributes on new models, offering visible reminders of
the British marque's prestigious past. The 4. A smooth six-speed automatic transmission is new
this year, along with larger brakes and a more advanced version of Jaguar's CATS Computer
Active Technology Suspension. The wheelbase has been stretched 7 inches underneath a new
all-aluminum body. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Private Seller: Tonie. Atlanta, GA Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Rob. Image Not Available. Request
Information. Read more. The interior is exquisitely tasteful blending old and new features, such
as the wood dashboard along with all of the modern technology of a vehicle such as this. This
car literally fits my 6 8 frame like a glove with ample legroom and headroom. XK is the last of the
big Jags. Owned two of them. Great cars. Sure wish I didnt sell my last one! That is what I think
about he XK! This is a fabulous car that I got for my wife It is fun and sporty. We constantly get
compliments on the "all-black" appearance package. A one of a kind beauty. Very well put
together. Quick up-down on top. Decent trunk space for a convertible. Back-up camera. Heated
and cooled seats. Heated steering wheel. Why Use CarGurus? Jaguar dealers in Atlanta GA.
Jaguar dealers in Chicago IL. Jaguar dealers in Dallas TX. Jaguar dealers in Houston TX. Jaguar
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Jaguar dealers in Miami FL. Jaguar dealers in New York NY. Jaguar
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Jaguar dealers in Washington DC. You might think the Jaguar
Advanced Lightweight Coupe looks conservative for a concept car. It has no curiously levitating
body parts. No double-digit-cylinder engine. No inch handcarved "not-for-highway-use" tires.
No faked-up plasma instruments hanging in a milled-titanium dashboard that's airbag- and
air-con-free. Instead, it looks ready to park in your driveway. There's a reason for that. This is
basically the XK8 coupe you'll be able to buy from your friendly local Jaguar dealer, its
show-car disguise is as transparent as a false wig and plastic strawberry nose. Fortunately, in
getting the feasibility in, Jaguar didn't let all the desirability drain out. This is one wow of a
luxury sport coupe. It's also a signal about what Jaguar isn't--heritage can be used as
inspiration without being abused into rehash. Jaguar is no longer about reworking old designs.
We're in an age where automotive beauty often has to take a back seat to attention-grabbing
drama. The XK8's chief rival is probably the BMW 6 Series , and while the Bavarian certainly
catches your eye, few would say it's instantly, heartbreakingly gorgeous. But the new Jaguar
has bathed in the waters of beauty. Sure, it's inherited genes from the current XKso much so
that some observers expecting a real future-shock were mildly disappointed. But look again,
and you'll see the new coupe is as modern as tomorrow. There's a tightly drawn sleekness to it,
spare of decoration. The side-window graphic is familiar, but it's pulled extra taut now. The air
intake up front is a perfect ellipse. The proportions have been given a complete
makeover--there's more visual mass toward the base of the body pinning the car to the
highway, and the pumped rear haunches give it the starting-block squat of a meter sprinter. The
wheelbase is longer, and the overhangs shorter and more tapered so they disappear from sight
as you look at the car from an angle. The result is like a big cat that's stretching its feet wide,
giving it a stable base to pounce from. Taut lines help you read the shape, like the ridge at the
peak of each rear fender. It gives your eye a fix on those wide, flat fender tops and exaggerates
the visual muscle out back. The hood gets a central power spine, and it's defined at each side
not by a simple line but by a small V. Drive ahead of an XK, and in the mirror you'll see those
cutout Vs at the base of its windshield. Though the light clusters are extra-jewelled, their
apertures are as per the production machine--yes, even that sharp, cornered headlamp pair. The
exhaust tailpipes are clearly nonproduction, but those functional vents behind the front wheels
will stay. Out back, there's rear glass tapered toward the base, just like on the E-Type. And, also
like the E, the XK offers a hatchback door that enables a big trunk opening even though the
fastback window stretches almost to the very rear of the car. It seems luxo sport-coupe buyers
won't sign up these days unless they have space for two golf bags, so Jaguar obliges. Inside
the cabin itself, there's a lot more front space than in the current XK8, with welcome extra headand shoulder room, plus electrically adjustable pedals. Even the rear seat package is improved,
though not by much. Early in the car's development, Jaguar experimented with an even longer
wheelbase to enhance the package, but style chief Ian Callum insisted it would compromise the
proportions. Besides, this is intended to be a sports car, and if that means putting rear
passengers' heads between their knees, no driver will apologize with much sincerity. The
old-style wooden "Spitfire wing" dash of the current XK8 has given way to a more modern
zoned affair: instruments cowled ahead of the driver, HVAC and infotainment on the center
console. Say what? It means it vibrates to the touch to let you know what function you've
accessed. With the new car a year away, Jaguar remains tight-lipped about the technical side of
the new XK8. Of course, the name tells you the real car's bodyshell is a pressed aluminum
monocoque, similar in structure to that of the XJ8 sedan, and 40 percent lighter and 60 percent
stiffer than a comparable steel body. Jaguar has mentioned 0 to 60 in under five seconds. It's
also mentioned mph--but beyond that, nothing official. Still, we weren't prevented from taking a
peek beneath the fenders, or making educated deductions, or simply asking deep-throated
contacts. Piecing it all together, here's what we found Jaguar has decided to keep its current,
well-proven engines, transmission, and suspension--the systems seen on the brilliant but

disappointingly retro XJ sedan. Whether supercharged or naturally aspirated, the 4. Nail the
throttle, and it'll swing open, deepening the cat's growl as well as liberating a few more ponies.
But in town or at a cruise it closes, letting the Jag glide along in aristocratic decorum. Power
will be lifted slightly from the current levels of horses naturally aspirated and blown. Let's say
for the supercharged XKR version, with about pound-feet of torque. That'll be the one Jaguar
reckons will nail 60 in under 5. The base XK8 will be close to Standard transmission will be a ZF
six-speed automatic, a smooth, near-telepathic companion, with steering-wheel paddles for
sequential transmission override--a first for Jaguar. Note they're mounted on the wheel rather
than the column, so they stay in a constant position relative to your hands as you turn. At least,
they do if you drive like they teach in race schools, crossing your hands on the rim in tight
turns. If you use the shuffle method to stay at quarter-to-two, then you'd probably prefer
column-mounted paddles. This is one of those arguments that'll run and run. The suspension
system is almost the same as used on the S-Type and XJ models, a competent control-arm
setup. Springs will be steel coils--the air springs of the XJ sedan are deemed unnecessary
because the ratio of laden to unladen weight in a sports car is lower than in a five-seat sedan.
Eighteen-inch rims will be standard, 19s optional. How will the range look? At launch, both
engines will be offered in coupe and cabrio variants. In west coast and southern states, the
cabrio will undoubtedly be the bigger seller. But the coupe's the more distinctive in design, and
its lighter weight puts it more on-message in performance and agility. Insiders say it'll be the
signature model. They must be hoping it's the signature on the title deeds to Jaguar's future. It's
the lightweight choice. But that decision represents six months of agonizing--maybe upscale
buyers have now come to expect a single car that can do both coupe and cabrio roles. In the
end, Jaguar decided a folding roof could never take the role of coupe convincingly. It'd be the
understudy, not the main lead. That's because even with a complex three-section roof as will be
used on the upcoming Volvo C50 , the designers simply couldn't get it to look sleek enough. So
they went for two separate cars, a coupe and a well-insulated ragtop. The clincher: A soft roof
accordions into a more compact space than a folding hardtop, leaving intact the two rear kiddie
seats buyers seem to demand. The kids might get sick at the speeds this car is capable of, but
they're welcome along if they care. The world needs junior gearheads. The current cabrio has a
messy soft-top that lies like a rucksack atop the rear deck and uses a fiddly hand-fitted tonneau.
This time, it snuggles flush beneath a powered tonneau panel. That's better. Because the cabrio
has a trunklid, it's less of a fastback than the coupe, its profile more of a three-box. It's not just
the adrenaline bleeding out of his system after revealing what will be his first production Jaguar
design: Three weeks ago Ian Callum snapped his collarbone in a serious fall, and it's hurting
like hell. Yesterday, he made the center-stage presentation for the Jaguar Advanced Lightweight
Coupe before a capacity crowd in the Cobo Arena without his arm in a sling: "I didn't want
everyone talking about my arm instead of the car. It seems hard to believe Callum's been
Jaguar's design chief for nearly six years, and only now do we see how the man responsible for
what are arguably three of the most beautiful GT coupes of the late 20th century-- Aston Martin
DB7 , Vanquish, and DBplans to take Jaguar into the 21st. Callum won't say, but Jaguar has
clearly been a rough ride since he took over from the late Geoff Lawson in August Parent
company Ford 's stereotypical view of the brand and cheapskate product planning left it with a
contrived, retrostyle four-model product range that hasn't won over legions of new buyers and
has relatively few interchangeable components to allow manufacturing efficiency. With sales
well short of targets, Ford's grandiose plans to make Jaguar the next BMW are in tatters: Late
last year, the company announced its storied Browns Lane plant would be closed. Against this
background, Ford needed a good news story from Jaguar at Detroit--which is why Callum's XK8
was presented as a thinly disguised concept. And although you'd think his credentials for
designing a glamorous GT are impeccable, it's clear the new XK8 has been the subject of more
internal wrangling than he would've liked. They may not understand what they should be like in
the future, but they have an opinion. Callum Has Firm Views on what makes a sports car look
right. He's unfazed by suggestions his XK8 reinterprets design elements already seen in his
Aston Martins. The XK's aggressive stance is deliberate, and, for Jaguar, edgy. I felt slightly
uneasy about how far we took it, but I've got to the point in life where I don't want to do tame
anymore. You couldn't get a more comfortable car than that. That was vetoed on the basis
owners would object to struggling to lift their golf bags or Samsonites over the high load lip that
would've been the invariable result. Callum demurred, though he remains skeptical as to how
many XK owners actually throw luggage in their cars. So what can we read into the future
direction of Jaguar design from the new XK? For me it's about atmosphere, it's about
values--the stuff people find less tangible and more difficult to understand. I want a Jag to feel
like the metal has been wrapped over something fundamental; the cars will look like they're
snapping, they'll be as tight as a drum. But at the same time, they'll be voluptuous. Close Ad.

Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Paul Horrell writer John Kiewicz photographer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The car was acquired in by the current owner, who has since added
approximately 30k of the 96k miles shown. Finished in silver over black leather, the car is
powered by a 4. This example is finished in Metallic Platinum and features a unique front badge
as well as a power-retractable black soft top and a matching tonneau cover. Additional features
include dual exhaust outlets, xenon headlamps with auto leveling, a black mesh lower grille,
and fog lights. The seller notes a ding on the fuel filler door, deteriorating door handle gaskets,
and scratches around the body. A front end alignment and tire balancing were performed in
preparation for the sale. The cabin is upholstered in Charcoal leather and features matching
door panels and carpeting as well as Elm wood veneer on the dash and center console. A
storage compartment has been fitted in place of the rear seats, and amenities include an
aftermarket Garmin navigation system, heated seats, automatic climate control, a cassette
stereo with a trunk-mounted CD changer, and cruise control. The removed rear seats and
factory Alpine navigation system are included in the sale, and the seller notes the driver-side
rear quarter window does not retract. The leather-wrapped steering wheel frames factory
instrumentation that includes a central mph speedometer, a 7,rpm tachometer, and gauges for
fuel level and coolant temperature. The digital odometer shows 96k miles, approximately 30k of
which were added by the current owner. The 4. Power is sent to the rear wheels through a
six-speed automatic transmission. The seller notes that the muffler silencers were replaced with
straight chrome-tipped exhaust finishers under current ownership. Corrosion is noted on
underbody components, and additional underside photos are provided in the gallery below. The
Carfax report shows no accidents or damage and lists history in Michigan, South Carolina,
Ohio, North Carolina, and Georgia through the most recent entry in February You're the high
bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids
there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the
service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to
proceed? The new BaT Podcast! Listen now. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT.
The auction ends 2 minutes after the last bid is received. You are not connected to real-time
updates. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed
updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed
updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid Please address the errors below.
Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in this conversation via email.
Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site.
Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid? If so please use the
bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error
posting your comment. Thursday, February 25 at pm PT remind me. Register to Bid. How
bidding works Watch auction. Make Jaguar. Model XK8. Use this report as one important tool,
along with a vehicle inspection and test drive, to make a better decision about your next used
car. Check with an authorized Jaguar dealer for any open recalls. Interested in an extended
warranty? This owner drove less than the industry average of 15, miles per year. Please enjoy
the many photographs of this fabulous well serviced Jaguar XK8 Convertible in this template
below. Thank you. This is a 'Buy it Now' or 'Make Offer' listing. It is not an auction format. You
do not have to wait till the listing ends to purchase. The car can sell at any time during the
listing run and they do all the time. If you think you may want to own this Jaguar, please contact
me early to avoid any disappointment. There are only a handful of cars that offer Exclusivity,
Beauty and Performance. This car has the favored ''triple dial mid-dash'' config.!! Good miles at
77k!!! Such a stunning and appealing Color combination which will be sure to turn the heads
that have taste, envy and all emotions in between!! The car has a Black convertible top. What
you have here Ladies and Gentleman, is one fine looking Sports car! This Jag drives absolutely
beautifully!! This Jaguar XK8 received a number of cosmetic enhancements for that year
including reworked nose and ground effects. The superb Horsepower 4. Not too shabby for a 4.
The 4. An absolute pleasure. This car has been inspected and found to be mechanically and
electrically superb. Recently traded locally right here in Tampa, at a highly respected Highline
Dealer, who always call me with their quality Jaguar trades for my inventory!!!! The paintwork
has the Luster of new. So nice!!! The engine and transmission are strong and smooth and all
electrical components, including the convertible top operate as they should. The convertible top
itself is in excellent condition.. Please review the history report. The interior is lovely! Gray 05's
are always desirable and will hold their value well. I am having a tough time locating these

Convertibles right now so don't delay. What else do you get? And of course that awesome 4.
The list goes on. This car certainly has all the Presence and Style you would expect. You will
feel exquisitely at one with the world behind the wheel of this car, Guaranteed!!!!!!! Whoever
acquires this Jaguar will be most contented for sure!! Jaguar cars are my specialist Marque and
I know them well. I go all over the USA searching for the good ones for my inventory. I always
endeavor to acquire and offer only the nicest examples. Cars that you and I would be proud to
own. It means so much to me that my clients are happy, thrilled and excited. Out of State
clients, I will supply a 30 day temporary plate to see you through to getting to your local DMV. If
you plan to fly in and drive home, I will pick you up from the airport. If you plan to ship I am able
to get very competitive rates. In fact, I will do everything in my power to make your purchase a
pleasant and trouble free experience. Feel free to Call me on with any questions. Always happy
to discuss Jaguar's! Thank you for your interest. No accidents or other issues are reported. I
will be posting the report in the next couple of days. Meanwhile, if you want to own this car and
want to see the report, please call me on and I will forward it to you! This is a warm climate
Southern State car. Good miles at 88k!!! The car has a TAN convertible top. What you have here
Ladies and Gentleman is one fine looking Sports car! A very good looking Sport car in this color
combination! This Jaguar XK8 represents the last of the model year which received a number of
cosmetic enhancements for that year including reworked nose and ground effects. Not bad at
all! This car is in excellent and original condition throughout and is a tribute to its previous
owner. The photograph's I post here, represent this car accurately, and are taken outside, in full
daylight, and this Jaguar is exactly as you see it not photo shopped and inside a badly lit
building! The engine and transmission are strong and smooth and all electrical components,
including the convertible top, operate as they should. The convertible top itself is in excellent
condition. The headliner is in clean and superb condition meaning the previous owner always
used the boot cover to protect his headliner when top retracted. I am having a tough time
locating these Convertibles right now, so don't delay. There will be no disappointment here! It
lets you compare similar vehicles with ease. It reduces the risk in buying a used vehicle.
AutoCheck receives its accident data from government sources and independent agencies, and
based on the information available to us, we have found that no accidents have been reported
on this vehicle. When reported to AutoCheck, these events can indicate serious past damage or
other significant problems, and disqualifies the vehicle for AutoCheck Buyback Protection.
Check the Vehicle Use and Event Check for reported accidents that can affect vehicle safety and
value. AutoCheck uses business rules to determine if reported odometer readings are
significantly less than previously reported values. Not all reported odometer readings are used.
Title and auction events also report odometer tampering or breakage. Other events show if the
vehicle has a reported accident and how many calculated accidents or if it has been reported
stolen or repossessed. It is recommended to have pre-owned vehicles inspected by a third party
prior to purchase. Any discrepancies will be in bold text. The car has a beige convertible top.
The Walnut that the Dash is cut from has a particular attractive grain to it and the interior wood
is in excellent condition. This Jag drives beautifully!! This Jaguar has the superb Horsepower 4.
This car is in very nice condition throughout. There are no dash lights and all is well. A very
nice bonus on such a car as replacement is a fairly expensive job. Please review the Autocheck
history report. Topaz is always desirable and will hold its value well. I am having a tough time
locating these cars right now, so don't delay. Whoever acquires this Jaguar will be most
contented for sure. I specialize in the sale of this Marque. Always happy to talk about Jaguar
cars! Buy with absolute confidence on this one folks!! Again, call me on Check with an
authorizedJaguar dealer for any open recalls. Low mileage! Rancho Mirage, CA deserteuropean.
Low miles at 62k!!! This Jaguar XK8 represents the last of model year which received a number
of cosmetic enhancements for that year including reworked nose and ground effects. That, folks
is exceptional. This car is in excellent and original condition throughout and is a tribute to its
Florida 2 owners. The owners handbook pack is present. Not all accidents or damage events are
reported to AutoCheck. You do not have to wait till the the listing ends to purchase. This
Beautiful So. Good miles at 68k!!! What you have here Ladies and Gentleman is the
'Quintessential' Jaguar!! This Jag drives very nicely!! This Jaguar XK8 is a model year which
received a number of cosmetic enhancements for that year including reworked nose and
ground effects. This car has been inspected and found to be mechanically and electrically
sound. This Jaguar has a complete clean history report. The paintwork is in great shape. The
engine and transmission are strong and all electrical components, including the convertible top
operate as they should. This Jaguar is quick. Radiance 05's are always desirable and will hold
their value well. This car has the beautiful Coventry wheels installed. Featuring a bold five
spoke design and a chrome finish, these stunning custom Jaguar wheels exude luxury and
confidence. Coventry wheels are designed and manufactured to be hub centric on Jaguar cars

for an ideal fit. They are made to work with the original Jaguar bolts and caps, and are designed
with the proper offset for Jaguar cars. Coventry's extremely strict quality standards guarantee a
luxurious ride and unparalleled style. If you plan to fly in and pick up we will pick you up from
Tampa International Airport. Again, call me on and good luck to all you Jaguar fans out there!!
We are proud to offer this fine looking two owner, Jaguar XK8 Convertible 4. The early 4. This
Jaguar drives as nicely as you would expect a car that has only covered these nominal miles.
THE XK8 to have!!! All systems, both mechanical and electrical, operate as designed. The
factory original top 'Boot Cover' is present. The car drives tightly, solidly and sharply. We went
ahead and gave the car a full electronic 4 wheel road force alignment. The car tracks true! This
Jaguar is ready to be enjoyed The engine and transmission are strong and smooth and all
electrical components, including the convertible top operate as they should. The interior is in
excellent and original condition!.. The Burl Walnut is in excellent condition. The walnut that the
dash was cut from for this car is beautiful and in superb condition. I am having a tough time
locating good low mileage examples right now, so please don't delay. And of course that Strong
hp V8 that pulls so effortlessly and seems to do no wrong! It really is all there to just remind you
what you are driving! With over positive part number changes over the early 4. A great
opportunity to acquire this sought after 4. If you plan to ship, I am able to get very competitive
rates, and will gladly pass on those dealer exclusive wholesale savings to my buyer's. Feel free
to call me on with any questions. Always the best way to get to know your seller! I am always
happy to talk about Jaguar cars! All systems go on this one folks!! Model XK. Curb Weight ?
Drive Type RWD? Front Wheel Diameter Fuel Tank 1 Capacity Gallons 19? Ground Clearance 4.
Head Room 1st Row 37? Height 51? Hip Room 1st Row Leg Room 1st Row 43? Length ? Max
Seating 4? Rear Wheel Diameter Shoulder Room 1st Row Standard Seating 4? Turning Circle
Wheelbase Width ABS 4-wheel? Anti-theft system alarm? CD changer? Center console front
console with storage? Center console trim alloy and wood? Convertible roof power? Cruise
control? Dash trim alloy and wood? Dimming rearview mirror auto-dimming? Door trim alloy
and wood? Driver seat power adjustments? Easy entry power driver seat? Exterior mirrors
heated power? Front air conditioning automatic climate control? Front air conditioning zones
single? Front airbags dual? Front fog lights? Front seat type bucket? Front wipers intermittent
train sensing? Headlight cleaners? Heated front seats? Includes driver seat? Multi-function
remote trunk release? Parking sensors rear? Passenger seat power adjustments? Power door
locks remote? Power steering? Power windows? Premium Brand Speakers Alpine? Rear seat
type bench? Shift knob trim wood? Side airbags front? Stability control? Steering wheel
mounted controls audio? Steering wheel tilt and telescopic? Steering wheel trim leather and
wood? Traction control? Trip computer? Universal remote transmitter garage door opener?
Upholstery leather? Wheel diameter 18 inch? Wheel type alloy? Deposit non-refundable. All
autos are being sold as is. Please call Bruce at: Free auction templates at This is a Texas car.
Low miles at 63k!!! What you have here Ladies and Gentleman is the Quintessential Jaguar!!
Tight, smooth and solid!! A very pleasant driver indeed! This car is in excellent and original
condition throughout and is a tribute to its ONE Texas owner!! The interior is in great shape.
Yes it looks as beautiful in reality as it does in the photo's. Fabulous car! Don't hesitate!
Inventory for these cars is very low right now! I specialize in the sale of Jaguar cars only. Iknow
them well and that is a good thing! This car has been inspected by my 25 year veteran Jaguar
ASE tech. We also went ahead and gave the car a full electronic 4 wheel road force alignment.
We replaced both door latch micro switches that control the window drop clearing the top so
you don't have to. This car is in great condition throughout and is a tribute to its previous
owners!!! The full report can be provided upon request. The interior is in excellent and original
condition!. The walnut that the dash was cut from for this car has a particularly beautiful 'grain'
to it. Check the photo's! I am having a tough time locating quality examples right now so please
don't delay. And of course that Strong hp V8 that pulls so effortlessly! The Convertible top Boot
Cover was not present when I took the car in for inventory. So don't worry about it. That's a
really easy fix. It has been garage kept and well maintained. Any questions call or email me.
Thank you for looking. Anthony Well maintained beautiful sportscar with ALL options. This is a
hard to find model and prices are going up! Stunning Jaguar XK8 coupe, black on black, 62K
miles low! Pristine condition, California car, garage parked. A beautiful car! Serious buyers
only. Selling my Jaguar XK8 Coupe with all the fac
ford c4 transmission manual
pontiac montana forum
honda shadow vt1100 specs
tory options such as premium sound with 6-disc CD changer, heated seats, traction control, 18
inch wheels and much more. Never driven in the winter weather. Still see the car for sale? This a

great car. I've owned it for 2 years. It's always been a second car. No winters. Mileage is correct.
No dings down either side. Rear bumper cover has a couple of scratches and the front bumper
cover has some minor rash due to road use but nothing big. Right front wheel has some minor
curb damage. I had all 4 redone two years ago and am kicking myself over this wheel! Reserve
is reasonable; must go. New toy arriving soon. Don't want to leave this car outside. Good Luck.
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